
ARTS, CRAFTS AND HERITAGE TALKS
In the Old Library

FRIDAY 2 JUNE

11.00 - 12.00
FILM - The secret life of Edward James 

12.00 - 12.30  
Mosaic of Sound & Vision
Jo Kidd  - artist

12.30 - 13.00
Readings from the Edward James 
Archive

13.00 - 14.00
The Angelgrass Maze
Caroline Wendling – installation artist

14.00 - 15.00
Surreal Sussex
Dr Hope Wolf - Lecturer in British Modernist 
Literature

15.00 - 16.00
Conserving metal artefacts at West 
Dean College
Jon Privett - Programme Tutor, Metalwork

16.00 - 17.00
FILM - The secret life of Edward James

George Melly’s documentary fi lm from 1975. Discover the intriguing life of West Dean College founder, Edward 
James – poet and surrealist collector, who was patron to Rene Magritte, Salvador Dali and other surrealist 
artists. 

The Mosaic of Sound and Vision project is about fi nding a connection through visual art and music. Artist Jo 
Kidd has been developing this work alongside musician Louise Laurence, creating workshops in schools around 
a specifi c theme culminating in a fi nal collaborative piece.  Jo will show how they explore these connections 
using materials and techniques, helping children to see their ideas become something bigger and learn new 
skills through hands-on experience. 
 
A rare chance to hear readings including correspondence from Leonora Carrington and John Betjeman in 
addition to readings from Edward James’ only novel The Gardener who saw God.

Caroline will talk about her inspirations for the creation of the Angelgrass Walk, an exploration into opening 
ourselves up to angelic experience through contact with nature.

An examination of why radical artists and writers were drawn to the rolling hills, seaside resorts, and quaint 
villages of Sussex in the fi rst half of the 20th century and how, in the communities they created, artistic 
innovation ran hand in-hand with political, sexual and domestic experimentation. Based on the recent 
exhibition Sussex Modernism: Retreat and Rebellion.

Jon will talk about his role conserving metalwork in West Dean House. You’ll have an opportunity to examine 
artefacts and talk to some of the students involved in preserving these fascinating objects.

George Melly’s documentary fi lm from 1975. Discover the intriguing life of West Dean College founder, Edward 
James – poet and surrealist collector, who was patron to Rene Magritte, Salvador Dali and other surrealist 
artists. 



ARTS, CRAFTS AND HERITAGE TALKS
In the Old Library

SATURDAY 3 JUNE

11.00 - 12.00
FILM - The secret life of Edward James 

12.00 - 12.30  
‘All that glitters is not gold’ - colour in 
jewellery from pre-historic to modern times
Lynne Bartlett – jeweller and gemmologist

12.30 - 13.00
Readings from the Edward James 
Archive

13.00 - 14.00
Writers residencies
Mick Jackson  - Writer and Associate Tutor, 
Creative Writing and Publishing

14.00 - 15.00
Communication through drawing
Tanya Wood - artist

15.00 - 16.00
The Bowes Swan Automaton
Matthew Read - Horologist and Programme 
Tutor, Clocks 

16.00 - 17.00
FILM - The secret life of Edward James

George Melly’s documentary fi lm from 1975. Discover the intriguing life of West Dean College founder, Edward 
James – poet and surrealist collector, who was patron to Rene Magritte, Salvador Dali and other surrealist 
artists. 

From ancient times rare and beautiful coloured materials have been prized and worn as adornment or 
indications of status. In this fascinating talk Lynne will explore the way colour has been used to enhance jewel-
lery from the earliest known examples to recent decades. 

A rare chance to hear readings including correspondence from Leonora Carrington and John Betjeman in 
addition to readings from Edward James’ only novel The Gardener who saw God.

Mick Jackson is a successful author whose body of published work includes novels and collections of stories 
with Faber and Faber. Mick will share his experiences of residencies with both the Science Museum in London 
the Booth Museum of Natural History in Brighton.

Tanya Wood’s work concerns the fragility and preciousness of life, explored through the close study of surfaces 
disrupted by human actions. She revels in the ordinary, the everyday and the overlooked. Tanya will reveal the 
secrets of drawing materials and how to use them to speak, to describe and to understand.

Currently the star attraction at the Science Museum’s Robots exhibition, the mechanical Silver Swan is the only 
one of its kind in the world and its musical performance has enchanted audiences since 1773. Matthew brings 
to life the history of the Bowes Museum’s Silver Swan, exploring its craft and philosophical origin, its 
maintenance history and considers its future as a living material memory and conservation challenge.

George Melly’s documentary fi lm from 1975. Discover the intriguing life of West Dean College founder, Edward 
James – poet and surrealist collector, who was patron to Rene Magritte, Salvador Dali and other surrealist 
artists. 



ARTS, CRAFTS AND HERITAGE TALKS
In the Old Library

SUNDAY 4 JUNE

11.00 - 12.00
FILM - The secret life of Edward James 

12.00 - 12.30
Readings from the Edward James 
Archive

12.30 - 13.00
Drawing monuments -  looking, pointing, 
repeating
Mark Anstee - artist

13.00 - 14.00
Edward James in Mexico
Dr David Stent – Programme Leader, Visual Arts

14.00 - 15.00
Can creative writing be taught?
Candida Lacey,  Publisher and Managing Director 
of Myriad Editions
Martine McDonagh, Writer and Programme 
Leader, Creative Writing and Publishing

15.00 - 16.00
Crafts and music
Loucia Manoupoulou – curator and researcher

16.00 - 17.00
FILM - The secret life of Edward James

George Melly’s documentary fi lm from 1975. Discover the intriguing life of West Dean College founder, Edward 
James – poet and surrealist collector, who was patron to Rene Magritte, Salvador Dali and other surrealist 
artists. 

A rare chance to hear readings including correspondence from Leonora Carrington and John Betjeman in 
addition to readings from Edward James’ only novel The Gardener who saw God.

Mark Anstee makes drawings from singular observational silverpoint studies to large-scale durational 
performance drawings. He will be talking about his eclectic use of drawing to create site-specifi c projects at 
IWM North, De La Warr Pavilion Bexhill, Fabrica Brighton, Bluecoat Liverpool, IFFM Belgium and Stonehenge.  

Dr David Stent will discuss his visit to Edward James’ extraordinary sculpture garden at Las Pozas in Mexico. 
Part of an ongoing comparative research project David is looking at the similarities in the structure of writing 
and architectural processes.

Candida Lacey and Martine McDonagh discuss the benefi ts and challenges, to both author and the broader 
publishing industry, of teaching creative writing in universities and colleges.

Loucia will consider the engagement between crafts and music, and raise questions about the relevance of both 
context and content. Her talk focusses on an eclectic range of makers and creative disciplines - such as  
ceramist Edmund de Waal, textile artist Matthew Harris and Crafts Council’s Sound Matters exhibition.

George Melly’s documentary fi lm from 1975. Discover the intriguing life of West Dean College founder, Edward 
James – poet and surrealist collector, who was patron to Rene Magritte, Salvador Dali and other surrealist 
artists. 


